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enture capitalism, venture philanthropy is defined by a spirit of opportunity and 

e willingness to seek out and support new solutions to long-standing challenges. 

new” approach has core attributes that have fueled effective philanthropy for the 

entury and for the ages. Indeed, taking risks on innovators, being a first funder of

mental ideas, making large grants to address tremendous social issues, and staying 

ourse while new systems are put in place—all were philanthropic practices long 

e “venture philanthropy” joined the public sector lexicon. Nonprofit organizations

been applying good business practices and measuring outcomes for decades.

ewness and difference of venture philanthropy is in the sum of the attributes, the 

ugh integration of five key elements of practice that frame the way a philanthropist 

business. The Center for Venture Philanthropy’s framework increases the chance of

ving positive social change in the same way that a venture capitalist’s support increases

kelihood of success with for-profit goals. 

oncept, definition and value of venture philanthropy have inspired many spirited

ssions in recent years. We believe it is just one of many modes of effective charitable

tment—neither savior nor subordinate to the traditional grantmaking efforts of

ations, government, families and individuals. However, when the choice of focus is

versus breadth, and when the social innovation is complex, the venture philanthropy

ce increases the odds of success by its constant attention to process and product. 

eases the odds that donors and doers will achieve results squarely at the center of

philanthropic dream. 

enter for Venture Philanthropy grounds its methodology in Peninsula Community 

dation’s entrepreneurial spirit, commitment to service and deep roots in the nonprofit 

unity. During the past five years, we have invested in three multi-year Social Venture

, developed a style of working in high-engagement relationships, and built a rigorous

ntability-for-results process. The documented success of an integrated venture  

thropy framework is still unusual. By sharing our results and detailing this practice, 

pe to counter those who claim this work may be harmful to the essence of nonprofit 

prise, and inspire new questions and discussion within the field as a whole. There are  

r and bolder goals yet to come.

Gray Sterling Speirn 

ive Director President 
for Venture Philanthropy Peninsula Community Foundation





It is the configuration and management of the entire 

framework—of all five elements together—that increases 

the odds of achieving specific social goals that might be 

otherwise unattainable.
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A managing partner relationship
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Venture philanthropy makes a full investment 

in a comprehensive plan for change. The 

practice begins with an audacious goal and 

the plan of action needed to achieve it.

Going beyond a traditional grantmaking process, 

which may address one program or population, we 

collaborate with nonprofit partners to define success, 

draft a multi-year plan to reach it, and then stick 

to the effort until explicit goals are met. This is 

documented, high-engagement philanthropy. The 

plan for change is the basis upon which the remaining 

four elements of venture philanthropy are built. 



The Environmental Solutions Forum, a CVP Social Venture Fund, invests in plans of 

fifteen environmental education organizations. Each plan targets improvement in 

one or more essential organizational elements, as illustrated in this graph. Partner 

organizations grow stronger individually and collectively. 
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Program enhancements & new directions

Community visibility & networking

Technology & web enhancements

Leadership & governance

Fundraising infrastructure

Volunteer & staff development

Evaluation infrastructure

Sometimes the plan for change is about taking Sometimes the plan for change is about taking 

a a big idea to scale.big idea to scale.

Sometimes the plan for change is about building  Sometimes the plan for change is about building  

organizational capacity to enhance impact.organizational capacity to enhance impact.

And sometimes it is about building a social And sometimes it is about building a social 

movemovement or systems change.ment or systems change.



Launched in 2003, the Environmental Solutions Forum is a 

Social Venture Fund that strengthens the capacity of 15  

environmental education organizations to build individual 

and corporate environmental stewardship of the San Francisco 

Bay ecosystem.

To begin, each participating nonprofit was guaranteed 

investment in its three-year plan to strengthen a key aspect  

of its organization. Whether it be marketing, board development 

or evaluation capacity, a condition of funding was that each  

organization’s logic model had to detail the most strategic 

place to invest resources and then link that investment to the  

Forum’s collective community impact. 



At the end of the first investment year, all 15 organizations had met their milestones. Save 

The Bay built a new plant nursery that mobilized 4,000 volunteers to grow 10,000 native 

plants annually for restoration of critical San Francisco Bay habitats. In a collaboration between 

Save The Bay and Environmental Volunteers, families gain environmental knowledge and then 

have the opportunities to engage in immediate personal action—an alignment with behavior 

research formulas for building environmental stewardship. Wildlife Associates developed 

money-generating strategies that tripled its annual revenue from outside programs and 

Sustainable Conservation developed new marketing strategies for communicating its  

offerings to industry partners.

What felt different to the nonprofits? The “pitch-in and do-it-together” approach. While  

executive directors studied gaps and opportunities in their organizations, the CVP brought  

in organizational assessment tools and behavioral theory experts—integrating knowledge 

across fields of study and laying the groundwork for open collaboration among organizations, 

and between funders and grant recipients. In a partnership that embraced a division of labor, 

written plan elements were sent to the CVP and reflected back to the nonprofit partners in 

first-draft logic models. This back-and-forth, reiterative process is defining the Center for  

Venture Philanthropy’s work. It builds an open sense of trust between the investors and  

nonprofit partners, and creates energy, ideas and clarity about the road ahead.

Together they had the “who,” the “where” and the “how.” In 2003, 

Executive Directors David Lewis of Save The Bay, Judith Steiner 

of Hidden Villa, and Allan Berkowitz of Environmental Volunteers, 

joined forces through their work with the Environmental Solutions 

Forum to expand the facilities and environmental education programs 

at the Palo Alto Baylands Interpretive Center. Today, this unique 

collaboration is actively engaging the general public in the restoration 

of the San Francisco Bay.

Executive Directors in collaboration



The second element lays the ground rules. 

At the outset, written agreements define roles 

and responsibilities for all Social Venture 

Fund participants—nonprofit leaders, investors 

and Center for Venture Philanthropy fund 

managers. Then, everyone contributes.

Nonprofit leaders bring day-to-day realities of plan 

execution to the group think tank. CVP fund 

managers ask “why” and “why not;” they hold 

nonprofit leaders accountable for the “how.” The 

CVP provides resources, feedback and connections. 

Investors receive quarterly target summaries, 

participate as members of the investment councils, 

and work in tandem with nonprofit partners to address 

the ebb and flow of challenges and opportunities. 
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The Assets for All Alliance is the first CVP Social Venture 

Fund, a six-year plan that piloted a bold, new idea for 

moving people out of poverty. With this program, working 

low-income individuals learn financial literacy skills and  

enroll in an Individual Development Account (IDA) program 

where they save dollars and earn a two-for-one match to 

purchase an essential asset. Eight nonprofit and government 

community partners recruit clients and help them acquire 

one of the three assets that historically move people out of 

poverty: a home, small business or college education. 

Amidst the forces at play in the nonprofit world, and as bonds 

are built between nonprofit caseworkers and clients, there is the 

potential to drift away from the center of the Social Venture 

Fund’s target. At one point, this was the case with the Assets 

for All Alliance.

Hans and his instructor Annie

Hans had always dreamed of 

running a ballroom dance studio. 

In 1998 he realized his dream, 

but needed additional funds  

to put in essential equipment 

and the right kind of floor. In 

2000, he became an Assets 

for All Alliance client and a 

short year and a half later, he 

had banked $6,000 toward 

finalization of his dream.  

By 2001, revenues from his 

small business had reached 

$461,000 and today, Hans 

works with 23 part-time dance 

instructors to teach a variety 

of dance classes.



With a caseworker’s full intention to do good, the expectation that a client save monthly (with 

two excused misses per year) gradually shifted to a caseworker framing the question: “Since 

times are tough, which two months do you want to miss?” When quarterly data-points reflected  

a disturbing drop in client savings patterns, rigorous discussion at the investor-nonprofit meeting 

surfaced this shift in caseworker behavior. The result was a new caseworker-client protocol 

that fostered the client psychology of paying at least something each month—even a dollar. 

Savings patterns went up ten points and have remained consistent through several years of 

client enrollment. This example reflects the managing partner’s critical role in maintaining 

investor and nonprofit focus on the heart of the plan goals.  

 

Today, one out of every 20 IDA savers in the United States is an Assets for All Alliance 

participant. The Alliance has become the field’s model for a collaborative process, quarterly 

measurements and goals met. Roughly 1,400 low-income individuals in the San Francisco Bay 

Area, with a median household income of $24,000, have saved more than $1.4 million for 

asset purchases. Some 85% of these clients routinely save every single month, and utilizing 

the two-to-one savings match, they have collectively banked $4.2 million for asset goals. As 

the first wave of clients complete their three-year savings, they have been able to purchase 

500 assets to date.

Jelica fled from the Bosnian war, 

arriving in the United States two 

years ago. “I came to America 

with six bags in one hand, two 

children in the other and $10 in 

my wallet,” she explains. The lead 

nonprofit Managing Partner with 

CVP, Lenders For Community 

Development, helped Jelica learn 

money management tips in a 

Master Your Money course and 

the details of real estate purchase 

in a First-time Homebuyers class. 

All the while, she saved scrupu-

lously for her dream. Today, she 

and her two girls are the proud 

owners of a condominium. 

Jelica and her daughter Korana



In 2002, authors of the Community Wealth 

Ventures Report argued that venture 

philanthropy is “three yards and a cloud of 

dust.” The authors said achievements in 

venture philanthropy are best measured in  

a series of first downs, but that touchdowns 

are still a few plays away. 

In 2004, the CVP holds up an accountability-for-results 

process that has demonstrated effectiveness in 

strengthening nonprofit capacity to do business, in 

taking new ideas to grand scale, and most importantly, 

in affecting a large client base. We score touchdowns. 

With three different Social Venture Funds, we have 

shown that accountability in the social sector 

demands flexibility, creativity and rigorous data 

collection—but there is no whip and no magic wand.  
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Assets for All Alliance: Cumulative number of people attaining assets per year. 

Clients enter the program with a median household income of $24,000 and have 

four years to acquire an asset.  

Accountability is quarterly milestones met.Accountability is quarterly milestones met.

Accountability is 85% of clients meeting monthly  Accountability is 85% of clients meeting monthly  

savings goals.savings goals.
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Imagine 65,000 young children spending hours each 

week in a parent’s lap reading their favorite storybook  

together. Envision these children arriving in kindergarten, 

already in love with the printed page and ready to learn. 

Raising A Reader®, the CVP’s second Social Venture Fund, 

works with a variety of nonprofits to rotate bright red 

bags filled with award-winning children’s books into the 

homes of poor families, and teaches parents about read-

aloud techniques and the latest in brain development  

research. The results: a 471% increase in parents reading 

to their children five or more times a week and a 337%  

increase in mono-lingual Spanish parents taking their  

toddlers to the library. Three independent studies show 

that Head Start children with access to Raising A Reader 

enter kindergarten at more than double the national  

norm in knowledge of print concepts. 



Raising A Reader’s success is due in large measure to the CVP’s formal accountability- 

for-results process. We work with a set of techniques that spell out theories of change, 

and a set of tools that define annual targets and quarterly milestones. These tools anchor 

our continuous dialogue with nonprofit partners and investors, and the results are  

summarized in quarterly target summaries mailed to all constituencies. The visibility of the 

accountability process is its strength—everyone stays focused when multiple eyes are on 

the prize. And there is incredible value in the periodic, structured, frank exchange of 

information. When managed correctly, this exchange creates a wonderfully dynamic  

relationship between funders and nonprofit partners—as well as shared understanding, 

risk and commitment.

“Raising A Reader has had a profound impact not just on Proyecto 

Itzaes, but on the whole Mexican Yucatan Peninsula town. Monday 

evening is the scheduled time to return and exchange books, a weekly 

community event with an amazing 96% attendance rate. While the 

kids have a special read-aloud hour, the meetings have become support 

groups for parents. The kinds of things that I heard the parents 

saying range from humorous to poignant. 

One young couple with three children said that they were going to 

find another adult to live in their family so that all three kids could be 

read to at once. A grandmother who is raising her 18-month old 

granddaughter expressed how reading had brought her so close to 

the baby. She wishes that she had known this when she was raising 

her own children. One father mentioned that he never would have 

believed that a baby just 15 months old could learn so much…until 

his son memorized his favorite book. 

There is a lot of bragging between parents about their children’s 

accomplishments, and the usual questions about why kids want to 

read the same book over and over again.” 

Cindy Wilber, philanthropist and Director of Proyecto Itzaes

Proyecto Itzaes/Raising A Reader



Venture philanthropy relies upon a network 

of multiple minds and all types of resources 

to tackle the biggest social issues. It is about 

much more than money. 

The CVP provides the funding, but also creates 

forums for investor-nonprofit dialogue, and provides 

evaluation expertise and connections with various 

subject-matter specialists. CVP staff introduce a new 

circle of philanthropists to the nonprofit leaders and 

explicitly translate language, cultural and contextual 

differences in our discussions. Investors contribute 

their professional skills and connections, and their 

questions and insights lead us to think critically and 

creatively. Sometimes it feels like philanthropy in a 

fishbowl, but transparency builds trust and shared 

vision propels community innovation.



CVP provides both cash and expertise in a variety of forms, all critical to the 

success of the venture philanthropy model.

Evaluation expertiseFunding
Subject-matter

specialists
Investor forum

CVP





On a quarterly basis, each  

Social Venture Fund Investment 

Council—which includes 

nonprofit leaders, fund investors 

and CVP staff—meets at the  

Center for Venture Philanthropy 

to review progress, address  

current challenges, and develop 

new ideas for the fund’s growth 

and improvement. Council  

meetings are equal parts grant  

report and group brainstorm, and 

they are the key forums through 

which knowledge is shared and 

solutions are created. 

Investment Council Meeting

“I push you and hope it is not too much. You have the best data collection of 

any nonprofit I have seen and I get excited by this work.”

Bob Kirkwood, former executive, Hewlett Packard Company, philanthropist 

“The model feels so different from anything I have experienced because the CVP 

acts as a critical friend at each stage of the process. In the learning forum with 

other Executive Directors, I feel a part of something bigger than just the efforts 

of our organization. We never would have reached these milestones without the 

support—financial, intellectual, and moral—of the Environmental Solutions Forum.”

Anne Dunham, Executive Director, Youth Science Institute



A successful exit strategy—either taking a 

company public or selling it—is the constant 

focus of a venture capitalist. With venture 

philanthropy, attention to the exit strategy 

is equally critical, but not as simple.

Social return on investment is more complex than 

money-in, money-out. Each time we create a Social 

Venture Fund, we work with nonprofit partners to 

define what success will look like at the end of the 

fund. Consequently, the exit strategy is different for 

every big idea. The exit strategy’s power lies in setting 

a course of action and building shared responsibility 

for sustained change, within the realm of the possible.
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The exit strategy for the Raising A Reader Social Venture Fund relies on 

building a new nonprofit organization that creates a national bookbag 

movement. In 30 months of expansion, by mid-2004, Raising A Reader 

has spread to 61 affiliates, 22 states and four nations.

Affiliate program sites as of July 2004.







We depend upon collaboration to make a difference in 

our community, and venture philanthropy is perhaps the 

most intense form of philanthropic collaboration possible. 

The Center For Venture Philanthropy has given us an 

incredible laboratory to explore and extend Peninsula 

Community Foundation’s privileged position of connecting 

people, ideas and resources for the common good. We 

look forward to continuing this work at the grassroots and 

the treetops, from the Pacific Ocean to the San Francisco 

Bay, across Silicon Valley and throughout the Peninsula.


